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Introduction 
 

Universities and community colleges are filled with experts across many different 
disciplines.  These faculty have considered the essential knowledge and courses necessary 
to certify that a student is competent in his or her discipline.  These courses are generally 
listed in the university’s catalog and are in addition to both university-wide general 
education courses and those requirements specific to an individual college. 
 
However, anyone who has perused a university catalog can attest to the difficulty in 
building a four-year course of study leading to a degree in any field.  Most university 
students end their undergraduate careers with excess credits, and fully half of those who 
begin college leave without earning a degree. The challenge for students is not to 
comprehend the requirements as described in the catalog, but to build a four-year 
sequence of courses that enables them to meet both general education and major program 
requirements—and graduate on time. 
 
Students faced with this challenge often select courses that are convenient rather than 
those courses required for their degree.  Other students who wish to be accepted into a 
particular major that has either a specific course or grade point average requirement will 
often retake the required course hoping to achieve a better grade or enroll in extra 
courses hoping to raise their grade point average.  In these two cases, and many others, 
the student ends up with credits that do not count toward a degree.  It is not unusual for a 
student to take four or more courses that do not lead to a degree.   This adds considerable 
(and unnecessary) time and money to the efforts of the student as well as to the 
institution.  Of course, there are lost opportunity costs as well since the student may be in 
school for months longer than necessary. 
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Another cause of excess credit is that many students are very slow to select a major or 
even a broad area of interest (e.g., business, music, engineering, etc.) for their course of 
study.  This can add excess hours even if students think that they are doing fine since they 
are taking general education courses to fulfill a university-wide requirement.  For 
example, most universities include six hours in the social sciences as part of the general 
education or liberal studies requirement.  Unfortunately, there are many different courses 
in the social sciences that fulfill this requirement, and different majors require different 
courses.  For example, the social science courses required for a history major are different 
than those required for an economics major.  Adding to the confusion and difficulty that a 
student has in building his or her course of study is that some courses may fulfill more 
than one requirement.  In the sciences, for example, a student may fulfill the requirement 
for six hours of mathematics by taking the pre-requisites for the higher mathematics 
courses required for the major rather than some other mathematics courses.  This is one 
of many reasons to have professional advisors on staff as it is not realistic to expect a 
faculty member to know all about the general education requirements as well as those 
requirements to major in the faculty member’s discipline. 
 
There is a cost-effective and simple solution to these and other challenges faced by a 
student trying to build a course of study in order to graduate with a specific degree in four 
years. This is an Academic Map—a term-by-term list of courses required to complete the 
degree in four years.  There are three critical elements to the Academic Map: 
 

 First, every student entering the institution must select either a major or an area of 
interest.  This will ensure that the courses taken the first year will count toward 
graduation.  Now, it is reasonable to question the ability of a 17- or 18-year-old 
student to make this decision.  However, there are tools available to assist with the 
selection, and selecting an area of interest does not mean that the student can never 
make a change.  For example, the student can look over the Academic Maps of many 
different majors and take a look at the courses required as well as a list of potential 
occupational options for graduates with that particular degree.  Further, the 
university often offers workshops during that first year to introduce the student to 
different majors with advanced students in that major available to discuss this 
option with the students.  And, finally, many career centers on campus offer tools to 
identify a student’s interest and ability in various disciplines. 

 
 The second element is the actual Academic Map with a term-by-term list of every 

course the student needs to graduate in four years.  This is generally on the left hand 
side of a split page (see pg. 8 for an example) while on the right side are Milestone 
courses or actions which must be completed in the term listed or earlier. 

 
 The third element is that a student may not register if the Milestone course in that 

term is not part of the registration.  A Milestone course is a course that must be 
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completed by the end of a particular semester to ensure progress toward a degree.  
For example, in many STEM majors, it is impossible to graduate in four years unless 
calculus is taken by the end of a student’s first year of study. If a student does not 
register for the Milestone course in the appropriate semester, a stop will be placed 
on the student’s ability to register and he or she will be directed to meet as soon as 
possible with the appropriate academic advisor.  The first two elements of Academic 
Maps are essential, but, without the penalty of a registration hold, many students 
will, for various reasons, not take the courses in the required sequence and 
complete the Milestones as listed.  If a student is “off-map” for two terms, the 
student must meet with the appropriate advisor to change majors. 

 
The benefits of Academic Maps are substantial for both the student and the institution.  
The student saves time and money by avoiding courses that do not move the student 
toward the degree.  This does not mean that a student cannot add a particular course of 
interest, but it does mean that the course will be in addition to those on the Academic 
Map. 
 
The institution benefits in several ways.  Each department knows how many majors they 
have and exactly where they are in the program.  Advisors may be added to those 
departments with a particularly large number of majors, such as Psychology.  Knowing the 
numbers of students in each of the years allows the institution to position advisors with 
the appropriate skill sets to advise those students.  
  
The institution will be able to schedule classrooms and courses in an optimal manner 
since the numbers of students needing each course will be known well in advance.  Faculty 
will be able to plan their courses at least two years in advance as they now can monitor 
both the general courses needed and the Milestones. 
 
It is often the case that more than one major will require the same course in the same term 
as a Milestone course.  This is particularly common with mathematics and statistics 
courses, as many different majors require mathematics and statistics, often as Milestones 
in the student’s first year.  One approach to planning for this situation is to build a simple 
spreadsheet for each academic term with the majors in columns and every Milestone 
course listed along the top rows. This enables the university to see that, for example, 
college algebra is a Milestone course for nine different majors and all require the course to 
be taken in the first year.  Knowing this in advance permits the institution to spread the 
students between the two academic terms of the first year and accommodate the students’ 
needs. 
 
In the example below, the economics department only needs 86 seats in college algebra 
for their majors, but biology, with more than 1000 first year students, requires the course 
as well.  As each major is built out as shown for economics and the spreadsheet described 
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above is completed the institution will be able to determine both the courses needed as 
well as the number of seats in those courses. 
 
 

Economics Majors:  Total 851 
 

Year Number of 
Students 

Milestone 
Courses 

Seats Needed 

I 86 Mac 1105 86+ 
II 175 Eco 2013, Sts 

2122 
175 

III 300 Eco 3014, 3940 300 
IV 290 Eco 4021, 4406, 

4905 
290 
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Guidelines for Designing Effective Maps 
 

An Academic Map is a tool to help students understand how degree requirements can be 
translated into a term-by-term registration plan.  This term-by-term plan is 
supplemented in most semesters by key courses, factors, and events called Milestones.  
Meeting a Milestone in the associated term is considered crucial to on-time graduation.  
The Map is divided into three distinct sections:  the Narrative, the Sample Schedule, and 
the Milestones. 

 
Narrative 
 

The Narrative section consists of two paragraphs.  The first is standard for the campus 
and explains the Map.  The second paragraph is major-specific and includes general 
information about degree requirements.  Limited-access majors should use this section 
to describe any admission requirements and key application procedures.  Do not put 
application deadlines in the Sample Schedule if you do not use rolling admission. 

 
Sample Schedule 
 

The Sample Schedule will take some time to develop.  The schedule should assume a 
student starts in the fall with no earned college credit.  You may insert a summer term if 
it is needed to graduate in eight terms (most likely found in science, math, and 
engineering programs).  Do not include the summer term as a numbered term (Term 1, 
Term 2, etc.) in your Map.  Summers should be considered as extra work for students to 
get back on track.  You are encouraged to use specific courses when a specific course is 
required and a generic category whenever appropriate (e.g., Liberal Studies course, 
Major Elective course, Group A course).  If you are identifying a specific course, be sure 
you offer that particular course at that time. It may be possible to list a set of three or 
more courses (CGS2060, ECO2023, or ECO2013) to give the student more flexibility. Be 
aware that if you list a single course in a particular term, you are implying that every 
student must register for that course in that semester.  Other design issues, as 
represented on the enclosed template, are as follows: 
 

• A Map must have the freshman English in the required semesters and appropriate 
general education courses sequenced early in the student’s college career 

 
• In addition to listing all major program requirements in an order that honors 

prerequisite courses, you must also include all general education and university 
requirements as part of the Academic Map 

 
• Make sure your Sample Schedule does not violate any state or university 

requirements 
 
• Total your hours from each term and make sure it matches the hours 
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required for your degree 
 

Milestones 
 

Defining Milestones is the most difficult part of Map design.  You must identify the 
critical courses for timely progress and the last semester in which a student can 
complete them and still graduate in eight terms.  Note that you can list a course in an 
earlier term in the Sample Schedule and have the same course as a Milestone in a 
subsequent term. Consider the Sample Schedule as your realistic ideal, and the 
Milestones as your minimum.  As in the Sample Schedule, you can use groupings of 
courses as Milestones.  You may also list non-course Milestones.  You may list GPA as a 
Milestone, but only limited-access majors may list a GPA over 2.0.  All Maps will have a 
“Pre-Graduation Check” by Term 7, and “Apply for Graduation” in Term 8.  Major 
milestones in Terms 1-4 are limited to Common Course Pre-requisites. 
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ACADEMIC MAP TEMPLATE 
 
This map is a term-by-term sample course schedule. The milestones listed to the right of each term are designed to 
keep you on course to graduate in four years. The Sample Schedule serves as a general guideline to help you build a 
full schedule each term. The Liberal Studies and Elective courses must be selected to satisfy all area, literature, lab, 
Gordon Rule, and multicultural requirements unless your program meets these requirements with major courses. 
Milestones are courses and special requirements necessary for timely progress to complete a major. Missing 
milestones will result in one of two types of map registration stops. The first level (Degree Map Offtrack) is 
placed following grade posting if the student has missed a milestone (course and/or GPA) for the first time in the 
major. If a student is in non-compliance with milestones for two (2) consecutive semesters (excluding summers), a 
Major Change Required stop is placed on the student's registration.  

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 
TERM 1 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  
 
 
 
 

TERM 2 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  
 
 
 
 

TERM 3 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  
 
 
 
 

TERM 4 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  

MILESTONES 
TERM 1 

Complete ENC1101 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 2 

Complete ENC1102 or other second English 

Complete LS Mathematics course 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 3 

Complete LS Math  or Statistics course 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 4 
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ACADEMIC MAP TEMPLATE 
 

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 
TERM 5 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  
 

TERM 6 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  
 

TERM 7 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  
 

TERM 8 Hrs. 

  

  

  

  

  

Total Hours  

 

 
MILESTONES 

TERM 5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 7 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 8 

 

 

Apply for graduation in 1st two weeks 

 
 
 
 

Employment Information 
Representative Job Titles Related to this Major: 
 
 
Representative Employers: 
 
 
 
International Opportunities 
International study is available for all students and may include opportunities for internships or taking course work towards various minors.  
International study may have an impact on the MAP; therefore, it is important to consult with the academic advisor for this major before 
participating in an International Programs opportunity.  Interested students should also contact the Office of International Programs. 

 
This Map is not a contract; either expressed or implied, between the University and the student, but represents a flexible program of the current curriculum 
which may be altered from time to time to carry out the academic objectives of the University.  The University specifically reserves the right to change, delete 
or add to any Map at any time within the student’s period of study at the University. 
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A GUIDE TO READING YOUR ACADEMIC MAP 
An Academic Map is a tool to help you decide in a timely manner whether or 
not a degree program is right for you and then progress smoothly through 
the major until graduation.   All maps will begin with a section that describes 
the major. Any special admission requirements will be described here and/or 
list a URL for more detailed instructions.   Programs that may require 
additional activity or criteria beyond the basic admission procedure for 
freshmen and/or transfers include: Business, Communication, Dance, 
Economics, Education, Film, Interior Design, Music, Nursing, Psychology, 
BFA in Studio Art, and Theatre.  Maps are available on-line by going to the 
FSU Homepage (www.fsu.edu). Click on STUDENTS / CURRENT STUDENTS 

/ MAJORS and ACADEMIC MAPS.  You will see a list of FSU majors. Clicking 
on the icon to the left of the major will take you to the Map for that program.   
If the major is still interesting to you after reviewing the Map you may wish 
to click on the major name for a more detailed outline of the degree 
requirements. 

 

SAMPLE  SCHEDULE 
The left side of a Map contains a sample 
schedule.    This illustrates a typical term- 
by-term enrollment plan leading to 
graduation in four years.   Some majors 
that require more than the typical 120 
hours  may  require  work  beyond  four 
years.  Other majors may suggest summer 
enrollments in order to graduate in four 
years.   Some of the courses listed in a 
sample schedule may be specifically 
identified such as ENC1101.   Others may 
be identified by category such as Liberal 
Studies  History,  Elective,  or  Major 
Course.     Even  when  a  course  is 
specifically identified it may not mean the 
course must be taken during that specific 
term. 

MILESTONES 
The  right  side  of  the  Map  lists  the 
milestones   identified   for   that   major. 
Milestones are conditions, courses, or 
activities that you must complete at 
specified points during your degree 
program.  Failure to meet a milestone for 
a major designates you as “off-course” for 
that program and will require you to see 
an adviser prior to pre-registration for the 
next semester.  Being “off-course” twice 
consecutively within the same major will 
require you to change majors.    You may 
only enter a major in which you are “on 
course.”    Students transferring into FSU 
may only enter a major in which they are 
“on course” or behind a maximum of one 
semester. 

 

The bottom section of a Map contains career information related to the major.  The possible 
job titles and employers is  not a  complete list  but  is  provided to assist  students in  
making the connection between career and major.     How mapping affects participation in 
International Programs is also standard on all maps
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ACCOUNTING ACADEMIC MAP  
(effective Summer “C” 2010 and after) 

This map is a term-by-term sample course schedule.  The milestones listed to the right of each term are designed to 
keep you on course to graduate in four years.  The Sample Schedule serves as a general guideline to help you build a 
full schedule each term.  The Liberal Studies and Elective courses must be selected to satisfy all area, literature, lab, 
Gordon Rule, and multicultural requirements unless your program meets these requirements with major courses.  
Milestones are courses and special requirements necessary for timely progress to complete a major.  Missing 
milestones will result in one of the two types of map registration stops.  The first level (Degree Map Offtrack) is 
placed following grade posting if the student has missed a milestone (course and/or GPA) for the first time in the 
major.  If a student is in non-compliance with milestones for two (2) consecutive semesters (excluding summers), a 
Major Change Required stop is placed on the student’s registration. 
 
Accounting is a limited-access major.  To be admitted into accounting, you must have completed at least 52 hours, 
have earned a “C-“ or better in the Admission Prerequisite Courses (CGS2100, MAC2233, ECO2013, ECO2023, 
ACG2021, & STA2023), and have the required overall GPA.  Electives should focus on gaining additional exposure 
to the social and behavioral sciences and on improving communication and analytical reasoning skills.  There are 
many specializations within the accounting field.  Graduates can go on into challenging positions with only a 
bachelor’s degree; however, many positions require a CPA certificate.  Students planning to work as a CPA in 
Florida are required to complete a 5-year educational program and should plan on completing the master’s degree in 
Accounting.

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 
TERM 1 Hrs. 
ENC1101 or higher English 3 
MAC1105 or higher mathematics 3 
CGS2100, ECO2023, or ECO2013 3 
LS History/Humanities 3 
Elective (non-business) 3 
Total hours 15 
TERM 2 Hrs. 
ENC1102 or other second English 3 
MAC2233 3 
ECO2023, ECO2013, or CGS2100 3 
LS History/Humanities/Natural Science 3 
Elective (non-business) 3 
Total hours 15 
 

TERM 3 Hrs. 
ECO2023, ECO2013, or CGS2100 3 
STA2023 3 
ACG2021 3 
LS History/Humanities/Natural Science 3 
Elective (non-business) 3 
Total hours 15 
 

TERM 4 Hrs. 
Elective (non-business) 3 
LS Humanities Literature 3 
LS Social Science/History 3 
LS Natural Science with Lab 4 
Elective (non-business) 2 
Total hours 15 

MILESTONES 
TERM 1 
Overall GPA 2.7 or higher 
Complete ENC1101 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 2 
Overall GPA 2.8 or higher 
Complete 2 Admission Prerequisites 
Complete ENC1102 or other second English
Complete MAC2233 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 3 
Overall GPA 2.9 or higher 
Complete 4 Admission Prerequisites 

 
 
 
 
 

TERM 4 
Overall GPA 2.9 or higher 
Complete all 6 Admission Prerequisites 
Satisfy CLAS 
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ACCOUNTING ACADEMIC MAP 
 

SAMPLE SCHEDULE 
TERM 5 Hrs. 
ACG3101 3 
QMB3200 3 
Business Core course 3 
Business Core course 3 
Business Core course 3 
Total hours 15 
 

TERM 6 Hrs. 
ACG3111 3 
ACG3341 3 
FIN3244 3 
Business Core course 3 
Business Breadth elective 3 
Total hours 15 
 

TERM 7 Hrs. 
ACG3351 3 
ACG4201 3 
ACG4401 3 
BUL3330 3 
Elective (non-business) 3 
Total hours 15 
 

TERM 8 Hrs. 
ACG4632 3 
TAX4001 3 
BUL3350 3 
Elective (non-accounting) 3 
Elective 5 
Total hours 15 

 
 

MILESTONES 
TERM 5 
Complete ACG3101 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 6 
(no milestones) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 7 
Complete Pre-Graduation Check 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TERM 8 
Apply for graduation in 1st two weeks 

 
 
 

 
Employment Information 
Representative Job Titles Related to this Major:  Accountant, Bank Officer, Auditor, Certified Public Accountant 
(requires 5 year program and certificate), Financial Planner, Controller, Internal Revenue Agent, Business 
Consultant 
Representative Employers:  CPA Firms, Banks, Investment Firms, Major Corporations, Small Businesses, 
Management Consulting Firms, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internal Revenue Service, Governments: Local, 
State, Federal, Non-Profit Organizations 
 
International Opportunities 
International study is available for all students and may include opportunities for internships or taking course work towards various minors.  
International study may have an impact on the MAP; therefore, it is important to consult with the academic advisor for this major before 
participating in an International Programs opportunity.  Interested students should also contact the Office of International Programs. 
 
This Map is not a contract; either expressed or implied, between the University and the student, but represents a flexible program of the current curriculum which may 
be altered from time to time to carry out the academic objectives of the University.  The University specifically reserves the right to change, delete or add to any Map at 
any time within the student’s period of study at the University. 
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